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Are you ready to start making your own luck? If you think that�s impossible, consider this:

Why is this? Because spending consistent time with this hobby or side business ups your

odds. Simple, right? It�s not rocket science. Now that you know that, all you need to do is

spend a little time each day to starting winning and this is the part you�re going to love:

You won�t have to waste precious hours researching before you delve in. Everything you

need is right here, and it really all boils down to three things:

1. Believe it.

2. Do it.

3. Win it.

This may seem like a simple way of summing up what you might view as a complicated

process, but winning at sweepstakes and contests in the Internet age is easier than ever.

By adopting a winning mindset, setting aside a certain amount of time in your schedule each

week and by following the tips and strategies laid out for you in this book, you will be well

on your way to enjoying increased odds in winning sweepstakes and contests.

This book is your guide to , which is a way of life known only to people

like you who enjoy winning so much that they make it a part of their daily lives.

Whether you�re a savvy sweeper or brand new to sweepstakes and contests, �Extreme

Comping� will show you how to maximize the time you spend on sweeping so that you�re

winning more prizes.

You�ll learn the latest technological and social media tools to effectively up your game,

including:

● The most relevant resources for modern sweeping
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● The best online sites and forums for sweepers

● How to maximize Facebook, Twitter and other social media platforms for sweepstakes

winning

● Up to the minute techniques tried and tested by experienced sweepers.

Combine those tools with the best strategic and time management tips to increase your odds

and you have, in a nutshell, this book.

In the world of marketing, where major sponsoring companies are spending millions every

year on sweepstakes and contests to promote their brand and products, it may only take one

hour a day to significantly up your chances of winning. You�ll learn exactly how to spend that

hour and avoid getting distracted by overly time-consuming or low-odds contests.

Another benefit to reading this book is learning how to avoid scammers and cheaters, while

sweeping ethically.

Whether you enjoy sweeping as an exciting hobby that �takes you away from it all� or whether

you view it as a side business, �Extreme Comping� outlines for you the best ways available to

succeed in modern sweepstakes and contests.

Let�s take a minute to explain what we mean by �modern.� You may have seen other books

and reports about successful sweeping, but THIS book will give you everything you need to

thrive in this Internet driven extreme comping age.

While you can still actually mail in entries to try and win, and you can still feverishly check

your mailbox for winning notifications, the new face of sweepstakes largely involves social

media, blogs and other Internet-based platforms. Local and �in person� contests can still be

won, and we will explain how, but the major focus will be how to succeed TODAY using the

latest technologies.

From a thorough explanation of the types of sweepstakes and contests currently available

complete with benefits and tips, to the many ways to find them online, locally, state-wide or

nationally, you�ll be learning exactly how sweepers are winning now, and how you can get in

on the action.
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Before you begin your journey into becoming a world class sweeper, let�s first be sure that

becoming an extreme comper is what is best for you.

In this chapter we will discuss three major topics that will help you examine your reasons for

entering the world of sweeps and contests:  the benefits, the reasons why sweepers sweep and

the ethics of extreme comping.

To start it off, take a look at some of the benefits of becoming a sweeper:

1.  Whether you are entering local, statewide, national or even online

contests and sweepstakes, you are coming into contact with other people who, like you,

have an interest in this exciting hobby.

Connecting with these folks is an enjoyable benefit and many compers find lasting

friendships by helping out other sweepers and talking strategy in forums. For those

of you who will be entering contests in your region�s local businesses and websites or

Facebook pages, this gives you a chance to meet and connect with local business people.

Finding a way to donate your surplus of prizes not only puts you in contact with more

new people, but it also gives you a chance to see and respond to the needs of your

community. Giving to local charities feels good, offering yet another side benefit to

sweeping.

If you�re a social bug, sweeping provides numerous and positive opportunities to meet

and get to know people, whether in person or online.

2.  Yes, you heard it right! Anti-social. Some of you may be in

social situations all day long and are longing for a bit of �you-time� to kick back, change

your mode of thinking and work on a hobby that involves just you and your computer

or smart phone.
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Though it may be advantageous to network with a few fellow sweepers to steepen your

learning curve (especially in the beginning), you by all means can hole up for an hour

a day, do something you enjoy and relish the quiet, alone time.

3. Most of you are probably pretty Internet savvy. This means that entering

sweepstakes and contests is only a few clicks away. For a hobby that�s fun to do and

rewarding when you put just a bit of time into it, sweeping requires virtually zero

experience or mental strain.

Even for those preferring to enter contests with pen and paper, or in person at local

venues, sweeping is something that anyone can do with ease.

4. A lot of sweepers are in it for the

excitement of winning games of chance. By reading this book and following the

strategies, your odds of winning prizes can increase almost immediately.

5.  There are many aspects of sweeping that are similar to

running a home business. In fact, many sweepers treat sweepstakes and contests as

potential assets.

Some folks may strategize to enter only contests with large or sellable items and then

resell them locally, on eBay, Amazon or other online platforms.

Having a business plan with regular hours that you schedule yourself, and working

at something you love to do, are common similarities between owning a small business

and being a sweeper.

By treating your extreme comping hobby as a side business, you will see even more

success. This is discussed in detail in Chapters Eight and Nine when we go over long

term strategies and techniques for turning prizes into cash.

Now that we�ve seen some of the many benefits of sweeping, let�s take a look at the reasons

why folks like you choose to become a sweeper:

1. . Many folks reading this today got into sweeping because they

enjoy the thrill of winning. With other methods of gaming, such as lottery tickets, slot

machines or OTR betting, the house wins quite often. In sweeping the house NEVER

wins.

Well, let me backtrack, the �house� or the sponsoring company, wins big in the form of

attention to their brand and products. But they have spent the marketing dollars on

these prizes and they are giving them away in exchange for your devotion. But, getting

back to the main point, the odds are higher because you are not competing with the
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�house�, the house is giving everything away! What they want is attention � towards

their company and their products or services.

2.  I bet you were wondering when we would get to this part! What fun it

is to win a prize. How exciting to get that �Win Notification� email or see the Fed Ex

truck pull up to your drive.

With only a bit of time dedicated to sweeping, you will start winning prizes. Hooray!!

You can keep them, give them away as birthday and holiday gifts, use them for

household needs, donate them or even resell them as part of a side business.

Make no mistake, winning is fun and clearly the best part about sweeping and extreme

comping.

3. . When sweeping effectively, which you will learn exactly how to do in

this book, you can win some hefty prizes and convert them into an income source.

If looked at from an entrepreneurial standpoint, extreme comping is a small business

idea that can be done with extremely little, if any, start-up costs. It can provide you

with a source of income that depends on how much time you have to put into it.

4.  As we just mentioned, there are no real costs to start up with extreme

comping. If you have an Internet connection and a device, you are ready to enter 100s

of sweepstakes a day! Most people already have a smart phone and a successful

sweeping enterprise can be done in full exclusively from that.

Even with no Internet, there are ways to win that will only require some stamps, envelopes

and maybe a few index cards. It�s still totally possible to focus on local giveaways and contests

and be successful with no money down!

To sum up this chapter about why you want to be a sweeper, let�s talk about the ethics. Those

new to sweeping may wonder,

They may think they are somehow gaming the system or being dishonest. When treated as a

hobby or a small side business, sweeping is completely ethical.

By entering, tweeting, sharing, mailing in entries or by calling in an entry, you are bringing

attention to that company�s product or service and .

An ethical sweeper always thanks the sponsors after a win and shares that win on their own

social media. It benefits these sponsors to have more people entering and driving traffic to
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their website or brick and mortar store. You are increasing their brand exposure while you

enjoy your hobby. Really, it�s a match made in heaven.

An ethical sweeper does not sabotage the efforts of fellow sweepers for her own gains, nor

does she cheat in contests. Honorable extreme compers are happy when their sweeper

friends win and even share some of their prizes.

A winning mindset is not a greedy thing. It merely means that you are accepting the bounty

that this world is already providing.

You are setting up your own psychology in a way that enables you to receive this abundance

of prizes. Positive affirmations done daily as part of a sweeper�s daily routine help to reinforce

the fact that by diligence and hard work, you receive the benefits of winning more prizes.

We�ll look at this more deeply in the next chapter.

Extreme compers are professionals. They often become loyal customers to certain brands as

a result of their sweeping efforts. They become experts on particular companies and frequent

visitors to their favorite sponsors� sites.

By sweeping ethically and positively, you are not only bringing more brand exposure to

sponsors, but you are also encouraging them to continue holding sweepstakes and contests.
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Just like any new endeavor you have ever begun, successful sweeping requires an open

ended or growth mindset that allows you to make winning happen. For the sake of sweeping

purposes, we�ll call this the Winning Mindset. Let�s take a look at what it takes to have a

winning mindset.

●   According to Bruce Kasonoff, who authored, �Three Essential

Elements of a Winning Mindset,� for Forbes.com, a winning mindset depends on three

traits combined:

To accomplish  in your sweeping hobby (or business), simply spend the time

and learn the foundational aspects. Be open to and accept that change will come as

you go and recognize learning as the key to growth. This is particularly important in

the beginning stages of extreme comping as you figure out the rules and regulations

of sweeping and how it all works. Treat this growth period as the basis for further

success.

 is what comes with the attitude of never giving up. If a problem arises, those that

have grit work to find solutions. If you�re not winning at online sweeps regularly, gritty

folk like you will tweak their strategies. Extreme compers who face challenges with grit

are those that are open to treating problems as opportunities to learn. By getting down

to the problem and brainstorming solutions, gritty sweepers become successful.

And  � this is easy with sweeping and contests because so many prizes are

involved. Giving away some of your winnings always feels good personally and

contributes to the good of society. And don�t forget about giving to yourself! It�s ok to

go on that trip you won by working hard at your extreme comping hobby.

By combining growth, grit and giving, sweepers can easily build and maintain a

winning mindset that will make a long term, extreme comping hobby both fun and

beneficial.

● The Winning or �Growth� Mindset does not

just help you in winning more contests; it also improves your personal relationships.
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Studies show that with this type of mindset, as opposed to a �fixed� mindset, you�re

more likely to choose a partner that will challenge you to grow and improve, which in

turn results in a healthier relationship.

Winning mindsets also add more fun to your life because you can enjoy activities, even

if you don�t excel at them; the focus is on learning and growing.

Self-esteem improvement is another big plus that comes with a positive mindset, as

you become more adept at recognizing and accepting your strengths and weaknesses.

●  Now that you�ve learned all

about the Winning Mindset, you probably want to know how this will better position

you in relation to the thousands of other sweepers that are in competition with you.

Here are just a few of the ways that a winning mindset can help you rise above to a

higher level of success:

1) A winning mindset significantly lowers your risk of anxiety and depression. You will

have more mental and emotional energy than those with a fixed mindset.

2) Once you�ve switched your focus to learning and growing, when a problem or

challenge arises, instead of railing against the world being out to get you (what a

waste of time and energy!), you�ll be in the mode to get to work and find that solution.

3) Scientists have found a correlation between a positive mindset and an increased

resilience to stereotypes. For example, someone with a fixed mindset may view several

months of winning no prizes to be the result of too many cheaters or other people just

having more time than them.

But those with a winning mindset can brush aside those stereotypes and get to work

figuring out the �why� and happily putting the work in to find solutions.

So now we know all about a winning mindset, how can we have one for ourselves? One way

is to simply spend a few moments each day focusing on winning.

Does that sound easy? It is. And it works. Here�s how to do it:

> I am a prize magnet.

> My odds increase every day.

> Winning comes easily to me

> [whatever goal fits you perfectly]
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Say your affirmations multiple times, first thing in the morning. Also, post them somewhere

where you�ll see them on a regular basis. Record them and listen to them.

When you use self-talk in a positive way about real goals you want to achieve, your brain will

start coordinating new and wonderful ways to make your very wishes happen.

Think this is hokey pokey? Consider this quote by a leading researcher in the field of

psychology, regarding self-affirmations:

There are numerous studies that point to the success of self-affirmations in reaching your

goals. Having a morning routine that includes a few is now becoming mainstream for goal

setters across the board.
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So far we�ve discussed the reasons and benefits for being a sweeper, as well as how a winning

mindset can set you off on your way to becoming a successful extreme comper.

Now it�s time to get into the nitty gritty. What exactly do you need to be able to starting

winning at sweepstakes and contests?

●  � Create a space that is dedicated to your sweeping efforts. It doesn�t have to be

big; a desk in the living room, your car if necessary, or any dedicated space where you

are able to focus on extreme comping. Have everything you need there: an electrical

outlet, a comfortable chair, paper and pens, mailing supplies, whatever device you are

using, etc.

●  � Develop your schedule before you start. Can you carve out one hour every

morning before going to work? Are you able to work at your sweeps hobby during

your child�s naptime each afternoon? Using a physical or online calendar, put your

hours down. Knowing ahead of time what your plan for work hours will be helps

enable you to make it happen. Don�t worry if your schedule has to change or be

tweaked. Sick kid? Over-time at work? No worries, the schedule is there to guide you,

not stress you out.

●  � Keeping your area neat and organized is not the only way to

start out productively. Plan also to develop specific goals. For instance, in the first

week, your goals should include choosing a sweepstakes online site to start using and

creating an Excel spreadsheet or Google sheet (or LibreOffice Calc document or even

a paper form if you prefer) to track your sweeps activity (some people even use the

favorites bar on their browser to organize their sweeps). With goal setting, start by

jotting down your long term goals. For a sweeper, it might be to win a big prize in six

months.

Medium range goals will be your weekly or monthly goals and will include steps that

need to be taken to reach your long term goal.  You might have a monthly goal of

working up to entering 100 contests in one day for that month or to join 3 social media

sweeping groups. Both of these goals will get you closer to your big win goal.

Now break it down into daily and/or weekly, or short term goals. For each day that you

have scheduled to work on your extreme comping endeavors, jot down several goals
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that will help you reach the medium range goal. An example for someone starting out

would look something like this:

 Set up a new email account exclusively for sweeping. Choose on online

sweeping site and register.

:  Enter 5 sweepstakes. Create a spreadsheet.

:  Download RoboForm. Join 1 Facebook sweeper�s group. Send in 10 entries.

Do you see where we�re going with all this? Create your long term goal and break it

down into monthly, weekly and even daily goals. Write them down, post them,

Spending time with goals and reading them daily will get your brain working to make

all your goals become a reality. Displaying your goals prominently is important; it will

familiarize you with what needs to be done and act as a reminder of the end results.

Knowing exactly what you are shooting for before getting down to work is key for

successful sweeping.

One final note about goal setting:  you can be flexible with your goals. This is especially

important to remember when starting out because you may not have a clear idea of

how long things take and what exactly constitutes realistic goals for you and your

lifestyle. So don�t be afraid to switch up your goals if attempting to reach them is

overwhelming for you. And don�t hesitate to increase your goals as soon as you are

ready. Update them whenever you feel is necessary.

●  � This can certainly vary. Some sweepers use only a tablet or

even just a smartphone. Others prefer a desktop or laptop arrangement. Headphones

are helpful for when you want to listen to music while you work, or if you want to

create a �Sweepstakes Only� home environment.

A printer is helpful, but certainly not necessary. Having any device with Internet is by

far the fastest and easiest way to get started. If you do not have access to an Internet

device, the next chapter has a section entitled, �Other Local & Tech Free Contests�,

which will give you tips for being an extreme comper using local, mailing and

in-person contests and sweepstakes.

●  � First and foremost, you will want online protection in the form

of anti-virus and anti-malware. This is essential if you are spending time in online

sweeps forums and sites. This is mainly because, honestly, by entering in your

personal information repeatedly to enter sweeps and contests, you are opening

yourself up to �a bit� more spam than may be normal.
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Examples of top rated antivirus software products include Kaspersky, McAfee and

Panda, while people often choose HitmanPro or Malwarebytes for malware software.

Other than that, most other necessities can be found for free, including Libra Office

suite for a �generic excel� program and form filler software.

 helps you enter sweeps and contests more quickly and securely

by saving your information. Many sweepers are using RoboForm, which offers a free

standard program and upgraded pro version as well.

But even your browser�s auto fill can be used to speed things up. A couple of other

options for form filling software include SXipper for Firefox and the Google Toolbar.

For Google Chrome users, you can find numerous free form filling apps in Chrome

App Store.

Many experienced sweepers will attest to the fact that having form filling software can

make the difference between entering 10 and 100 contests on a given day. It frees

you up from having to type in your name and other pertinent information repeatedly.

When entering any contests using RoboForm, you will need to make sure that the

rules allow it. There are some sweepstakes and contests that require �manual entry�.

Your online sweeping sites often do the work and filter these out for you so you can

still take advantage of these sweeps when using form filler software.

__________________________________

So you have your basics to get started. Now let�s mosey on over to the next chapter where

we�ll get down to the meat of the issue:
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●

Daily sweeps are those contests that allow you to have one entry for every day, giving you

better odds with the increased entries.

ContestsAbout.com and most other sweeps sites give a breakdown of the latest daily big

contests, so if you�re planning on committing to daily sweeps, be sure to check out the section

of sweeping webpages on this topic to get all the most recent daily contests.

The only real downside to entering daily sweepstakes is time.

But if this is what you enjoy doing, and if you have the time, this is a great way to up your

odds of winning prizes. Probably the biggest upside is that many sweepers opt to enter other

types of contests instead of daily entries. This is slowly starting to change though because

most contests will email you every day to remind you, thus taking the work out of tracking it

for you.

It's true that you may be able to enter more one-entry-only sweepstakes as opposed to daily

entries sweeps of contests. Think about it:

The kicker is that entering a daily contest is quicker because you get the email notification

every day to place your entry (for most contests). It becomes somewhat of a no brainer.

Whereas if you are entering 30 different contests, you will need to be starting from scratch

on each one, reading the rules, etc.

So for daily entry sweepstakes you will have to plan out what is best for you.

Just know that with daily entries, your chances of winning prizes increase. Starting out, a

good target to shoot for is entering 5 daily entry contests in one day. Then, see how that feels

after a week and increase or decrease accordingly.

In a nutshell, if you have the time, do as many as you can. Even if you have a small amount

of total daily time dedicated to sweeping, you can always set aside ten or fifteen minutes to

enter a few daily contests.

http://contests.about.com/od/currentcontestssweeps/a/daily-sweepstakes.htm
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●

Some contests of skill, where you must enter a poem, a recipe, a photo, an essay, or even a

video or a jingle, require that you garner the most votes before winning.

This benefits the sponsor because they get many more people to their sites in the form of

voters, not just the entrants and sweepers themselves. This type of contest has saturated the

sweepstakes world, as voting is just a natural with popular social media sites like Facebook.

There are several benefits to entering voting based contests for extreme compers as well:

○ One is that many sweepers avoid contests of skill and even more so,  contests of

skill. So of course your odds of winning, especially being a professional sweeper, are

higher.

○ Secondly, if you are a social media aficionado, voting contests are right up your alley

and this skill will give you an even greater edge. Those of you who have a large

number of Facebook, Twitter or other social media platform followers will be able to

get more votes. Those that have substantial email lists or LinkedIn contacts will also

thrive.

If you�re not into social media and don�t want to get out there to network, connect and yes,

sometimes beg for votes, don�t waste your time with voting contests. If you are a sensitive

person and would be upset by losing votes to others, these are not for you.

And do not spam your followers or they will start to block or unfriend you. Make the contests

exciting for them too by offering a small reward for voting, randomly picked from all your

voters.

If you love the thrill of competition in social media contests and have access to a large number

of people, then this may be just the thing for you.

Always be sure to check the rules; recently sponsors have been getting a bit more specific to

weed out cheaters and may require only one or two ways of getting votes via your Facebook

friends or Twitter followers.

Sponsoring companies may only allow you to ask your friends and followers to vote and

disallow you from specifically asking them to vote for you.

You most certainly don�t want to spend all that time entering a skill based contest and

recruiting all those votes, only to find that your entry gets disqualified because the sponsor

states in the rules that you may only ask people , but you can�t ask them to
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1. Join or create a Facebook group (or two) for sweepers like yourself. Here you will find

others with similar goals and a common interest in winning voting contests.

Simply search in the Facebook search bar for the words �vote exchange contest�. Click

enter and then check out the groups available and select one that you like. Look for

high numbers of group members because usually that means a high level of activity,

but not always.

Don�t be afraid to ask to join a closed group. Once you�ve been accepted, you can check

the place out and see if it works for you. You always have the option to leave a group

if you don�t like it or it�s not active enough, and start your own group or simply find

another.

This will get easier as you go along in your extreme comping adventures and start

meeting others with similar interests.

2. Hold a contest on your Social Media platform, be it Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or

Snapchat. You KNOW people love contests. Ask people to vote and in return put their

name in a random drawing for a small prize.

For a prize you could use something you�ve won recently, perhaps some tickets or

promo cards or a seasonal item, could be anything. People LOVE contests; you of all

people know this!

●

There are various kinds of unlimited entry sweepstakes. One of the trendier types is a web

based contest. An example of this would involve a sponsor asking you to use their search tool

whenever possible.

Each time you do this, you gain points for entries to win their prize, which is often a sizeable

reward, i.e. a laptop or another tech prize. We call this unlimited because conceivably, you

could spend all day long searching using their tool while gaining as many entries as time

allows.

The upsides of unlimited entry contests include the fact that companies sponsoring these

kinds of sweepstakes will receive massive amounts of attention to their brand. As a result, the

prizes are often hefty and many times there are 100+ prizes available to win.

I�m sure you�ve already guessed that the major downside is time. But know this: many

sweepers sweep these contests right by because of this exact issue, so you may gain an edge

by spending some regular time with unlimited entry contests.
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●

Sweepstakes and contests with bi-weekly entries, or a limit of 103 entries total, or 100 entries

per day, or a limit of 5 entries per person � these are all examples of odd entry sweepstakes.

They are only called odd because there is no set amount of entries across the board, it varies

from sweep to sweep. Sponsors choose the number of entries according to their needs and

time frame.

Contests that have a limit of 100 entries per day appeal to many sweepers because there is

a finite amount of time that they will spend. Not every sweeper will be at work that day:). Some

people get a little nervous around the whole �unlimited� concept and with good reason. You

have a life! And often with unlimited contests, there is something you need to do to get your

entries, thus taking even more of your time.

But 100 per day, or 5 total? Well, for one, this gives you exactly the same odds as everyone

else. No one will have better odds than you.

●

As almost every business now has a Facebook page and is currently active in engaging with

their audience this way, Facebook contests are quickly becoming �the thing� for the extreme

comper set.

You might find that the sweepstakes available on Facebook are extremely fun and social �

surprise, surprise! For instance, one home decorating company recently sponsored a contest

on Facebook where entrants had one entry per day for twenty days straight. The prizes were

pretty exciting � a complete home makeover and big time cash cards.

You can imagine the type of attention a company would get by having heavy traffic to their

page day after day and with such fabulous prizes! These contests are good for them. They are

good for you, too.

The downside may be that with the popularity of Facebook and the ease of entering, many

non-sweepers may also be encouraged to enter, lowering your odds. But really, what

Facebook friend of yours is entering a contest every day for 20 days in a row? Unless of

course they are a sweeper friend!

Another benefit of sweeping on Facebook, and pretty much any social media platform, is that

they offer a more social way of sweeping.

Not too long ago, many of you probably remember, sweeping entailed a lone sweeper, filling

out and mailing in form after form. And other contests are just an online version of that, work
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and more work to enter. But on Facebook, there is real opportunity to interact with others and

have fun while entering and checking on contests.

There are even many Facebook-specific strategies to sweeping which will be covered in

Chapter 7, Top Strategies for Social Media Sweeping.

●

Quite possibly the hottest trend in extreme comping, the Twitter platform makes quick work

of entering multitudes of sweepstakes and contests.

The very nature of Twitter lends itself to the sweeping lifestyle � the short, quick tweets are

an easy and fun way to gain more entries.

Some sponsors may ask you to follow them, make a tweet with a certain hashtag, retweet or

even post your own unique tweet with their link. All these methods are essentially a click of

a button and boom � you have more entries.

To find loads of Twitter sweepstakes and contests in one spot, check out Sweeps Advantage

Twitter contest page. Here you will find the hottest sweepstakes circulating Twitter on any

given day and updated daily for your convenience.

You can also go to Twitter and search for the #sweepstakes hashtag which will get you going

in a hurry.

If you love Twitter and plan to capitalize on this social media platform�s sweepstakes

opportunities, be sure to start following Twitter Contest Guide. Here you will find the latest

Twitter contests and sweepstakes along with tips and information.

Downside of Twitter sweeps? Ease of scams. There�s little oversight in Twitter contests and

anyone can have a Twitter account. To be safe, here are some tips for checking the legitimacy

of any particular contest:

1. Quickly check their number of followers. You want to see a high number; in the

thousands if it�s a large sponsor, at least several hundred for a smaller business.

2. The quality and relevancy of their recent tweets. Does it sound like what you�re already

accustomed to in your sweeping adventures? Are there a lot of typos? Does it even

make sense?

3. There is always a link to their website. So if you are in doubt, go ahead and check out

their site. If anything at all sticks out to you as unusual, trust your gut and ignore that

specific company or contest.

http://www.sweepsadvantage.com/twitter-contest.html
http://www.sweepsadvantage.com/twitter-contest.html
https://twitter.com/contestsguide
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If you�re new to Twitter, trust me, it�s pretty simple and easy to use. However, there is a little

bit of jargon that Twitter followers use that you don�t hear anywhere else. Knowing some of

these terms, especially those that apply to extreme comping, may save some confusion when

you are just starting out:

● RT and Follow � this simply means the sponsor wants you to Retweet (the same as

sharing in Facebook) and follow them. This is a no brainer:  you�ll want to follow this

sponsor anyways if you are entering multiple times or interested at all in more of their

contests and sweepstakes. And retweeting probably takes about a split second.

● Tweeple � these are your followers on Twitter!

● Tweet � this is simply your way of communicating on Twitter. Every time you post

anything, you have a 140-character limit, short and sweet! When you send out a tweet,

it�s similar to making a post on Facebook.

● Hashtag (#) � this is your way of identifying with certain topics, for instance, you will

be using #sweepstakes quite a bit, as well as #giveaway, #entry and #win. Sponsors

will have specific hashtags that they will want you to use to enter or even gain

additional entries.

● @ - this is your �reply� button on Twitter

Once you have your Twitter account set up (you only need a device with Internet, it doesn�t

need to be a smart phone), there are numerous ways to find Twitter parties.

What�s a Twitter party? I�m glad you asked, because these provide extreme compers with a

fantastic and easy way to up their odds of winning.

To start, a Twitter party is basically a window of time in which a sponsor is on line and in

Twitter having a party. They are creating lots of buzz, looking to get more followers and

wanting to connect with their customers and potential customers.

What does this mean for you? This means that the many benefits that sponsors receive by

hosting a Twitter party translate into awesome prizes for you. And here�s the kicker:

. Here�s why:

Twitter parties are only held for about one or two hours. You have to be online at that

particular time and active during that �window� in order to participate.

This is not something that you can �do later� when you have time. It�s something that is in the

�now�.
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So how can you be sure you are in the �now� in order to get in on the party? Great question!

There are even Twitter party calendars available so you can schedule them into your day.

Here�s one site where you can sign up to get a current calendar of Twitter parties from which

you can choose:

http://www.mommyblogexpert.com/p/twitter-parties.html

Here are a few other proven methods for growing an awareness of Twitter parties:

● Follow those that tweet about Twitter parties

● Do a google search for Twitter parties

Not only are Twitter parties fun and social, but they increase your odds:  only those that are

at the party can enter! Carving out some time in your week for Twitter parties by either

following an online calendar like the one described above, or by picking and choosing your

favorite sponsors that are heavy into Twitter, will give you an edge on not just the casual

sweeper, but on many extreme compers as well.

Sometimes there are a very limited number of people at a Twitter party and tons of awesome

prizes are being given out for merely retweeting or tweeting out a hashtag. Talk about good

odds!

●

I bet everybody reading this has at some point in their life entered a radio contest. Especially

those over the age of thirty! Call to win, be the first caller, answer the trivia question - these

are some of the calls to action that radio hosts have been spreading over the airwaves for

decades.

http://www.mommyblogexpert.com/p/twitter-parties.html
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Radio contests, despite the Internet and so many technological advancements, are still alive

and kicking. They make a great option if you want to add a little variety into your weekly

sweeping schedule.

A radio crew may be broadcasting from a specific sponsor�s bricks and mortar location and

asking you to show up to get your chance to win. A lot of times the prizes will be tickets to a

local event or a concert.

To find these contests, simply Google search radio stations in your area (or you may already

have one in mind that you like!) and click on their website. They almost always have a tab at

the top that will say something like �Win Here� or �Win Stuff� or �Contests & Fun Stuff�� Click

on the tab to find out what contests they are currently holding.

When you get into the website and want to enter a contest, you will be directed to sign up to

receive their notifications, which is exactly what you want! Then you�re set to enter all their

contests AND get news about new sweeps.

Prizes in radio contests will range from tickets to local events, to movie tickets, gift certificates,

appliances and smart TVs. Almost always, the prizes are easy to unload if they are not

something you need. They are fun to win and the prizes usually are easily given away or

donated.

As in all local contests, your odds are comparatively higher than with nationwide or even

statewide contests. Spending some time in local radio sweeps is a smart tactic for the extreme

comper.

●

There are loads of other contests going on in your area. You might be driving along and see

a sign outside a business encouraging you to �stop in to win,� or �be one of the first hundred

people to show up and win�. How many people do you think actually pull over, stop and go

in to enter?

It�s not a lot folks!

Be aware of these local giveaways and contests. They are a fun way to go about your extreme

comping efforts because they get you out there meeting people in your community.

Also, be on the look-out for seasonal contests including Christmas giveaways, back to school

sweeps, and summertime sweepstakes. Local businesses will tap into those ready markets to

try and build their brand.

How many times have you gone in to a shopping mall to find a brand new car sitting there,

waiting to be won? Have you ever entered to win?
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Many people hold the view that they will never win. There are MANY people like that out

there. You, on the other hand, are an extreme comper, who now knows that taking up a

chance to win a car, with higher odds than most other sweepstakes and contests, is a no

brainer.

Next time you are in your grocery store, try taking a stroll down any aisle (in particular the

liquor aisle and seasonal areas) and see how many contests are shouting at you from colorful

labels and signs.

Now, many of these contests will want you to scan or even buy the product to enter, but all

of these  and will often have mail-in entry

details listed on the product. Simply jot down the information needed and later you can mail

in your entry.

Holding local contests is the perfect way for area businesses to get people in their brick and

mortar store, get more attention on their social media sites and most importantly, raise

awareness about their product or service. So help them out and show up, enter and as always,

be gracious about what they have to offer.

  Check out the InfiniteSweeps.com website to click on your state and find

local contest and sweepstakes.

●

The contests and sweepstakes you choose to enter are going to be determined in great part

by what prizes you want or need. It�s a smart idea to get some paper and a pen, yes right now,

and start jotting down a list of the types of prizes you want. Right next to each prize, write in

why you want that prize.

This will help you figure out your strategy for sweeping. When you have a set idea of what

types of prizes you want, you can start to filter through the many sweeps you�ll be seeing.

There are many reasons for wanting prizes; you may need a particular thing for your home,

you may love a certain rock star and want to win tickets to a show. You may be pining for an

amazing getaway vacation.

Consider also that with big prizes, decisions will need to be made. There may be tax

implications with the largest of prizes, including vehicles and trips.

You might also want to just win prizes you can give away or resell easily. The list goes on. So,

make your list, figure out what prizes you want and why. Then, go after those kinds of prizes.

It�s important to have a purpose or a set of goals in mind. It helps your brain to work out

exactly how to achieve your desires when you formulate beforehand a plan about what it is

that you want.

http://www.infinitesweeps.com/
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●

Often businesses will have a blog. To gain more attention to their blog and create buzz they

offer sweepstakes and contests.

For the sponsor, this is a great way to build their audience and, as part of their marketing

budget, is worth the dollars spent in engaging with potential customers. As a result, the prizes

are often hefty and numerous, so definitely a go-to option for the extreme comper.

Here are a few ways that you can enter sweeps on the blogs of your choice:

■ You can enter directly from the blog when you are notified of a contest. You�ll need to

subscribe to the blog and this is usually free.

■ You may need to leave a comment about the contest in the blog to gain entry.

■ Sometimes you are asked to get more entries by bringing a friend to the blog site.

■ You may be directed to click onto a partner site (an affiliate of the sponsor) to get an

extra entry.

Having a Rafflecopter Account (which is free) already set up and in place before you start

delving into blog sweeps will be helpful because many companies use this application to

easily run their online giveaways. Not all blogs will use them but many do, so signing up

beforehand will save you the hassle of having to do it when you find your first contest that

uses Rafflecopter.

The only downside of blog sweepstakes is that it may be more time consuming, especially if

you are interested in the blog posts that are written. Reading time may have to be taken into

account.

If you find a blog that you genuinely enjoy reading, you can even subscribe and then be on

their mailing list and get the initial scoop when they unveil a new giveaway. It may also be

more rewarding to sweepers to involve themselves with blogs and companies that speak to

them, that interest them, that teach them something. More often than not, you will need to

subscribe to the blog and receive their newsletters.

If you�re not interested in the reading the blog (except for the contest rules and regs) or

simply can�t take the time, it would be advisable to concentrate on blogs that don�t interest

you personally. Keep it all business!

If you do like the blog and want to subscribe, go for it! This not only puts you on the list for

getting info about new contests, but it also may encourage the sponsors to offer even more

giveaways.

https://www.rafflecopter.com/?home&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=rafflecopter&utm_campaign=adwords&gclid=CjwKEAjwxeq9BRDDh4_MheOnvAESJABZ4VTq8d3YmwwvkwizJ_UzbeqmxLALPQcF0jWebmIgcmO4TBoCJXLw_wcB
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●

Okay, by this point in the game, you may be saying �Mail?! As in  Mail?� And you would

have good reason to wonder, because there are thousands of contests available to enter with

just a click, why would anyone bother with hand writing entries and mailing them?

So what gives? Let me try to explain how a modern mail-in sweepstakes works and why the

heck anyone is still doing them anymore.

You can certainly find contests, sweepstakes and giveaways in your mailbox (you�re probably

throwing them out every day!). You are no doubt familiar with this type, as they have been

filling up your box since you were a young tyke.

But modern mail-in sweepstakes may look a little more like this:

For example, recently Chase sponsored a promotion to win a Mazda Miata MX-5 and lots of

cash prizes. The contest itself was actually listed under �postal sweepstakes� at

SweepstakesAdvantage.com and gives you two different ways to enter.

The first way is to enroll in a Chase card program either online or in any Chase branch. You

have to be a Chase customer basically to get in on this one. Are you starting to see how

narrow the field is getting?

The other way to enter is to actually HANDWRITE (it�s in the rules!) a 3x5 index card with all

your personal information including name, phone numbers, date of birth, etc. and mail it in.

This is how sweepstakes used to be conducted primarily until the age of the Internet. But

many companies are doing so because for one, it allows for people who are not Internet savvy

to still participate. Secondly, even when mailing entries in, the sponsor is getting vital

information about you in order to segment its marketing prospects. Thirdly, they know that

people that take the time to actually handwrite and mail something in are quite possibly their

soon to be loyal customers.

By giving its entrants the choice of going into a branch, they offer yet another way for

Internet-less folks to join in the sweepstakes. For Chase, getting a new potential customer in

the door or even signing up for an account online, represents marketing monies well spent.

What does all this mean for you? Well, think about it, how many people do you suppose are

actually going into branches and opening accounts just to get in on a contest? How many

people do you think are mailing in entries?

  Some contests offer one entry per day online, but UNLIMITED entries . Just

another way to put your extreme comping skills to work and increase your odds of winning!

http://www.sweepsadvantage.com/postal-mail-sweepstakes.html
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Nutshell on the mail in sweepstakes is that it is time consuming, but the number of entrants

if far lower.

 � some online sweepstakes will also offer a mail in choice. This entry will have as much

weight as your quick �click,� so don�t waste your time. Look for the contests that are exclusively

mail in, or for those that offer unlimited mail in entries in addition to the allowable online

entries.

●

Game sweepstakes have one major difference with other sweeps and contests:  the odds are

predetermined because only so many cards or game pieces are available. You�ll be able to

even check out the odds in the game rules.

Some game sweeps are simple card games where you scratch off with a coin to see if you�ve

won. There are also match to win and collect to win games that are basically variations of the

scratch off instant win cards.

Since the odds of winning major prizes in these types of sweepstakes are extremely low, you

may not want to focus too much effort here. But some games, like those at grocery stores and

fast food or chain restaurants offer numerous, smaller cash prizes which can certainly be

useful.

Many game sweepstakes offer a second chance drawing to disburse unclaimed prizes, since

these cards often end up lost in your car or in the trash, etc. More about these second chance

drawings in the next section.

●

Many of you may have heard of these as they relate to scratch off lottery tickets. Since lottery

odds are so low and you have to pay in money, they are not considered sweepstakes for the

purposes of this book.

The 2nd  Chance Sweeps we are talking about refer to regular sweepstakes that end up having

unclaimed prizes. Believe it or not, this is a pretty common occurrence.

Now, there are many reasons why this happens; sometimes the winner of a large prize doesn�t

want to pay the taxes. Other times the winners miss the deadline for claiming their prize

accidentally. Companies also can even offer too many prizes for a particular game and end

up with a surplus.

Whatever the reason, sponsors might choose to either bump up the 2nd and 3rd  place winners

to the better prizes, or they can offer a second chance in the form of 2nd Chance Sweepstakes.
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The great thing is that these types of sweeps are notorious for having higher odds of winning

than regular sweepstakes, just because fewer people are entering.

You�re probably wondering now,

? The answer is there are two basic ways:

1. Go into your online sweepstakes site of choice and search for 2nd Chance Sweepstakes.

Some websites will even have a tab at the top, or these sweeps will be listed as a

category. Make sure you dedicate some time each week or month to reviewing these

online.

2. Remember the rules and regulations that you read for every contest? Well

somewhere, usually at the bottom, in tiny writing, is information about how you can

obtain a . For each major sweepstakes you enter, make a point to keep

track of each sweep with its entry deadline along with information about the winner�s

list.

For those of you using spreadsheets, you�ll already have a column for entry deadlines,

so just add two extra columns; one for checking off whether you�ve requested a

winner�s list, the other for if you�ve received it. It would be good to have the entry

deadline date right next to these extra columns so you can check them frequently and

easily.

Make it one of your weekly goals to review the winner�s lists as compared to the

sweepstakes deadlines. Though this may seem more time consuming than reviewing

the 2nd Chance Sweeps online on a regular basis, this process can keep you well

informed and ahead of the game when it comes to this type of sweepstakes. Focusing

time on sweepstakes with better odds will be your mantra as an extreme comper!!

●

This topic can be a bit controversial amongst the extreme comping set. In essence, automatic

entry sweepstakes are those entered automatically for you by an online service. You sign up

for their program, usually paying somewhere between $5 and $10 per month depending on

the plan, and in return a computerized system uses your personal information to enter

contests that match your eligibility.

Some sweepers are dead set against this because you are basically trusting a software

program to enter contests on your behalf. There have been instances where entrants who

were not actually eligible were entered anyways because the sponsor allowed it for some

reason.
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It may also be detrimental to have no say in the sweepstakes you enter, which is the case in

some online automated services. Other extreme compers view this sort of sweeping as

cheating. And to top it all off, many sweepstakes .

Whatever way you want to look at it, automated entries do offer another way to enter contests.

It�s up to you how you feel about it and whether you think it could work for you in your

sweeping hobby. Let�s take a look at one online automated sweeping site to give you an idea

of what�s at stake:

YourSweepstakes.com has four different packages with their base product starting out at

$8.99 per month, as of this writing. For this price, you are guaranteed a minimum of 100

entries into sweepstakes for each month.

They also will send you updates of additional sweepstakes they have entered for you, as well

as a daily or weekly list of sweepstakes that do not allow automated entries, for you to enter

on your own.  Any time you want to see what sweepstakes you are entered into, you can log

in to their site and view them all on any given day.

Automatic entry sites sometimes seem too good to be true. Yes, they could save you a ton of

time, but still should be used with caution, if at all. Some sweepers have enjoyed the added

sweepstakes in their repertoire and seen solid winnings through these online sites. Other

sweepers balk at the lack of control, mainly because sweeping is fun for them and they enjoy

picking and choosing their sweeps and contests.

These types of entries represent only the sweeps that allow automatic entries, so it is limiting

in this way, and if a contest is entered that you are not eligible for, it is you that is held

responsible. As a professional sweeper, you do not want to get a reputation for trying to enter

contests without eligibility.

The biggest reason not to do automated sweepstakes is that you can have access to more

contests than you could possibly enter in a lifetime FOR FREE. Yes, time is money, and

automated sites may save you some of this, but be cautious when relinquishing control or

your sweeping exploits.

http://yoursweepstakes.com/
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So far we�ve learned about all the different kinds of sweepstakes and contests and what they

have to offer. This chapter is designed to help you find them quickly and easily so that your

extreme comping may begin right away and with success. We�ll cover the best sites for

sweepers along with some additional tips for finding the sweepstakes that work for you. Let�s

get started.

● Online Sweepers Sites - this is clearly the quickest way to increase your entries. Online

sites like those outlined below, allow you to find exactly what sweeps and contests you

want to enter. They also often have forums where you can connect with other sweepers

and ask questions.

Most importantly, they will start email bombing with you the newest sweepstakes every

day. When first starting out, you will never fall short of contests to enter when

connected with one or more online sweeper sites.

So how many sites do you need? Starting out, you only need one. Once that first

website is mastered and is working for you, and you feel ready for more, sign up for

another.

Here�s a breakdown of four of the most popular and active online sweeping sites, with

a little bit about each one:

● http://www.contestgirl.com/  Simple to use with useful categories and with a

handy entry tracking option, Contest Girl makes a great choice for the extreme

comper. Well established with over 4000 active sweeps and contests currently,

this site also encourages comments and notes from sweepers on their

sweepstakes and boasts a very active community forum.

● http://sweetiessweeps.com/  With over 4000 thousand active sweepstakes on

any given day, and with helpful tips and strategies, Sweeties� Sweeps offers

beginners and experts alike a great place to work. The site has a free

membership, but with a minimal paid membership you also get access to

favorites and local contest and sweepstakes geared to your area. The site as a

whole has a very positive and upbeat feel to it.

:  Sweeties also offers a SweetiesSecretSweepstakes option to gain access to

�secret� sweeps for about $30 annually. With thousands of sweepstakes and

http://www.contestgirl.com/
http://sweetiessweeps.com/
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contests already at your fingertips, it�s not necessary to pay anything to be a

successful extreme comper.

● http://www.online-sweepstakes.com/  With one of the most user-friendly interfaces, it�s

no surprise that Online-Sweepstakes boasts one of the most active sweeps

communities on the web. They also offer �daily clicks� which often include handy app

downloads like the current RoboForm version. Membership is free.

● http://www.sweepsadvantage.com/  Possibly the largest online directory for extreme

compers, Sweepstakes Advantage has been going strong since 1997. Their free

membership includes access to popular sweeping categories like Pinterest, Facebook,

Daily Contest and Twitter parties. For a paid membership of about $30 per year, you

get into their alert service to receive notifications when the newest contests and

sweeps roll out. They also have very active forums with a nice community feel.

Many of the contests you run into will be found on some or all of these sites. Getting the first

one established and under your belt before signing up for a second or third site is a good

idea for a few reasons. One is that using several to start with may cause confusion and you

may just get too overwhelmed. Each of these sites is adding upwards of a 100 or more new

contests each day, in addition to the thousands of active sweeps they already have listed.

Start with one of the above. Or you can certainly find others, there are plenty, but the four

described above are all well established, dependable, active and they are all run by

experienced sweepers.

●  � To find all the latest blog sweepstakes, check out Online-Sweepstakes.com. On

the first page, towards the bottom, they have an option to search for sweepstakes

according to �type.� Click on �Blogs� and there you will find several hundred blog

sweepstakes running at that current moment, easy huh?

ContestGirl.com is another sweepstakes and contest site that allows you to easily filter

through everything if you want to search for just blog sweeps. Again, right on the first

page, this time in the upper right hand corner, you�ll see all the types of sweeps and

contests so you can choose �blog giveaways� and get connected to hundreds more. If

you are using another site for your sweepstakes, look for such filters to gain access to

all their blog contests.

●  � Surely in your life you have your favorites. What brands are

you already loyal to? Maybe you like L.L. Bean or Toyota products because you�ve

have such great luck with them. These are the types of things you want to think about

when choosing your sweepstakes and contests. If you�re already regularly visiting a

business� website, then make it official and get on their Twitter feed, like their Facebook

page and sign up for their blog and newsletter. This way, you�ll get all the latest news

about your favorite products as well as all their promotions, sweepstakes and contests.

http://www.online-sweepstakes.com/
http://www.sweepsadvantage.com/
http://www.online-sweepstakes.com/
http://www.contestgirl.com/
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While Facebook and Twitter sweepstakes and contests were discussed in full in Chapter 5,

what about other social media platforms? Many of you are no doubt active on other sites like

Pinterest, Instagram, YouTube, etc., in addition to the Big Two (Facebook & Twitter). This

chapter is devoted to giving you tips for sweeping using these other online social media tools.

●  is a perfect place for those sweepers who enjoy a deeper engagement with

their brands. It�s also the 3rd largest social media platform, right behind Facebook and

Twitter. Types of contests and sweeps you might see here often involve things like

puzzle contests, recipe entries and creating a blog post to enter.

For an example of an engagement-driven sweepstake found on Pinterest, let�s take a

look at a recently launched Victoria�s Secret contest:  entrants were asked to create a

pin board called �My Victoria�s Secret Summer� in which they needed to include at

least 3 Victoria Secret.com images plus their own summer shots. The grand prize was

a $1000 gift card to Victoria�s Secret.

So people here are highly engaged, as you can see, which is typical of Pinterest

contests and sweeps. If you love Pinterest, make some time in your schedule each week

to enter at least one. They may be time consuming, but if you already enjoy this social

media platform and like the brand, it may work well for you. To find these types of

contests, simply search for the category in any of your online sweeping sites, or Google

�Pinterest Sweepstakes�.

●  is included in categories on most sweeper sites as well, and you can search

Google for Instagram contests and sweeps as well.

Some recent popular contests that flooded this image-based social media platform

include Petco, who offered a pet photo contest to win prizes for best photo with a

snippet about how much your pet means to you. Prizes for this particular contest

included $100 gift cards to Petco. Other sweeps you might find on Instagram include

giveaways from make-up brands and clothing companies.

●  is another platform with far reaching potential for sponsors to share their

message and brand with video viewers. A contest on YouTube might look like this:  DC

Comics had a contest where all entrants had to have a YouTube channel (free) and
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they needed to subscribe to the DC channel (also free). Then they had to make a

comment below the video writing about their favorite panel from the video along with

a special phrase and a particular hashtag.

It certainly may seem like a lot of work to enter one contest, but there are not that

many YouTube sweepstakes going on as compared to Twitter and Facebook. Many

extreme compers largely ignore YouTube contests, so it may give you an edge over

the casual YouTube entrant.

● , etc. may not yet

offer access to gads of sweepstakes, but be on the lookout, especially with mobile based,

quick acting platforms like Periscope and Snapchat. It probably won�t be long before

all mobile friendly apps are conveniently connected to your sweeping activities, so stay

alert and occasionally search for these in the categories on your sweeping sites to be

one of the first extreme compers to enter.
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● For those of you doing this long term or for those who consider this more of a side

business than a hobby, try to stay away from considering your winnings as passive

income; you will be active. So consider it .

A lot of people have this idea in their head that winning at sweepstakes is another

promise of �free cash�. While on the one hand it kind of is, on the other, it requires your

time and your work.

Hopefully this is what you enjoy and it doesn�t feel like work. But passive income really

only comes with effort and hard work. You can�t just suddenly start earning passive

income. You will set goals, work to achieve them and later on income may seem

passive, but it will only continue with your commitment.

So in a nutshell, adopt a goal centered mindset. Use intentional strategies by creating

realistic time and achievement goals, and take the action needed to meet those goals.

Then, enjoy the rewards!

●  to make a significant difference in your odds. Focus on the methods and

strategies in this book that increase your odds. Go for the skill contests, set aside some

time each day or week to local or statewide sweepstakes to level the playing field a bit.

While the nationwide prizes may seem more lucrative, you know your odds decrease

when the number of entrants goes up. So read over all the options for sweeping in the

book and pick one or two of your favorites and focus a lot of energy on those.

●  - especially in the beginning. As

you are learning the process, skip the skilled based voting contests. Save those for later

once you�ve mastered the daily and unlimited entry sweepstakes.

●  If you are still reading this book at this point,

then you are a committed extreme comper. In order to make this hobby or side

business an enjoyable long term activity, focus the contests around what you love

most. Attend the Twitter parties of sponsors you already like. If you enjoy writing and

creating, focus on contests where you can showcase your skills and increase your odds.
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Do you like to travel? You won�t find any shortage of vacation getaway sweepstakes.

What brands do you love already? Do you like Oprah? She even had her own

sweepstakes app! There�s no reason for you to enter contests for prizes you don�t want

or can�t resell.

If you don�t believe me, do a quick search! There are countless sweepstakes and

contests going on every minute of every day. Make it the most fun possible by gearing

your sweeps time around companies you already love and follow.

This one tip will help ensure that you not only stick with extreme comping long term,

but you do so while still enjoying it.

● . This handy app can be added to one of your devices and works on

all of them. Basically RoboForm saves your personal information (i.e. name, address,

phone number) for when you are submitting daily entries or other, multiple-entry

sweepstakes. This can save you a lot of time.

The free version will do this all for you. The professional version, at about $10 as of

this writing, will offer additional features, including unlimited identities.

A couple of downsides should be mentioned:  some sweepstakes do not allow

RoboForm entries, so double check the rules before or you may face disqualification.

Not all sweepstakes will have interfaces that are compatible with RoboForm, though

most major sponsors� sites will be, it�s just good to know ahead of time. Check first, then

enter away!

●  is to pick your first sweepstakes website that inventories sweeps

and first focus on single entry competitions, as the odds for one-time effort sweeps are

the same for everybody. Once this is mastered, then move on, since odds cannot be

improved in this category. But it�s a great place to start.

● , one of the most popular tricks of the trade

has traditionally been to use bright, colorful and decorated index cards and envelopes

to get noticed over other entries. Some say this is still a valid strategy, just be sure to

check the game rules.

●  including age, location and the number of entries. When

starting out, it will all seem like a lot of information. Double check them all before

entering to save yourself a lot of time and grief. Once you�ve been sweeping for a few

months, this will become second hand and you will grow a literal eagle�s eye for the

rules. It will take you less and less time to read the rules as you become more familiar

with the terms and information.

http://www.oprah.com/app/sweepstakes.html
http://www.oprah.com/app/sweepstakes.html
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●  but give you a sizeable advantage over the �casual entrant�. You

may want to spend time on these for bigger ticket items only, or spend a small portion

of time every day devoted to this. Make sure, one way or another, that you include

some daily entries into your weekly and monthly goals.
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Once you have begun your sweeping hobby and have some months under your belt, you are

going to see some results. And that means prizes! Some of these you may have wanted just

for yourself; maybe you really needed a new grill, or were hoping to get tickets for that

concert. But others, as you will soon see, were fun to win, but are not really needed.

Luckily, you have many options for making the most of your prizes. Here�s just a few:

● Save the prizes and then use them as birthday or holiday gifts.

● Resell them on eBay, Amazon or Craigslist (more on this below!).

● Turn them in to Amazon�s Trade In Store (see below).

● Offer them as a raffle or auction item for your favorite non-profit.

● Donate them outright to a needy family.

● Use them as giveaways on social media to garner votes in voting contests.

If you plan to resell your prizes on a regular basis you now have numerous options for online

reselling platforms. Each one is simple to use, and while most have fees involved, any money

you make is pure profit. Let�s compare a few of the top reselling platforms:

If you�re already selling on Amazon for a part-time income, it�s a no- brainer for you to

start including your prizes. After all, you paid zero dollars to attain that product and

every cent you make is pure profit.

Amazon does provide several ways to sell your stuff. You can list, ship and service your

customers yourself, or you can use Amazon FBA which allows you to send items into

Amazon and they service and ship your products for you (for a price, of course!).

Amazon fees are highest for jewelry and Kindle accessories at this time, so avoid

reselling those types of prizes.

Selling on Amazon will work best with items in the $10 to $200 range and smaller

products obviously will cost you less in shipping and FBA fees (for storage). To get an

idea of what�s hot on Amazon on any given day, check out their Best Seller�s List.

https://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers/zgbs
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Currently items that are selling well on Amazon include tablets, cameras, PlayStation

games and accessories, and kitchen gadgets. One very important tip for those of you

who will be reselling your prizes:  Be sure to give explicit details when entering your

listing information for any product.

This will help you avoid returns that are sent in because the item was �not as described,�

which is very common, especially with tech products. So be as specific as possible; the

more information the better. Don�t leave anything up to guess work.

Either way, there are costs involved. If you�ve never resold before, it may be a good idea

to delve a little deeper beforehand by checking out this Guide to Finding Profitable

Products to Sell. This will help you plan accordingly as to which prizes you want to be

trying to win.

While it is free to list on eBay, just like Amazon you will be charged a percentage fee

every time an item is purchased through you. Though the fee is a bit lower than

Amazon, you will also have a PayPal fee added to that.

When selling items on eBay, the products that have a better chance of getting sold are

those that are less common, and not abundantly available (that�s where Amazon excels

at selling). So those unique prizes that may not have a market on Amazon have a better

chance selling on eBay.

If you plan to do some reselling on eBay, you can check out this page about what�s

currently selling hot on eBay. Then you have an idea of what prizes will sell for you so

you can gear your sweepstakes efforts.

This may be your best bet for reselling some of your prizes. There are no fees except a

nominal fee for selling cars, trucks and tickets. But Craigslist is a great place to sell

locally flavored items. You will be in charge of delivering the product in whatever way

is most convenient, but items like concert tickets, restaurant giveaways and larger

appliances make great listings at this site. Listing the trips you have won during your

extreme comping exploits is also a good fit for Craigslist, as the tickets and information

is easily and cheaply transferrable.

For those of you that want to turn your prizes into monetary value with the least amount

of time and money spent, try Amazon�s Trade In Store. Here you can send in your

re-sellable items and get money in the form of Amazon dollars or an Amazon card.

http://startupbros.com/step-by-step-guide-on-how-to-find-a-profitable-product-to-sell/
http://startupbros.com/step-by-step-guide-on-how-to-find-a-profitable-product-to-sell/
http://pages.ebay.com/sellerinformation/selling-basics/items-in-demand.html
http://pages.ebay.com/sellerinformation/selling-basics/items-in-demand.html
https://www.amazon.com/Trade-In/b?ie=UTF8&node=9187220011
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This program works best with items like phones, cameras and TVs and offers yet another

way for you to �sell� your prizes. Of course, all the money you make must be spent on

Amazon but many of us are already spending a good amount of our shopping dollars

there.

So there you have it - a summary of actionable ways to unload those prizes that you don�t

want or need, but that have a good resale value. If you want to go even more locally, you can

certainly post it in the newspaper; often papers will offer a free bargain basket in the classified

ad section where you can place a free ad for products under $100 in value.

One final note on reselling your winnings on any platform:  4th Quarter, 4th Quarter, 4th

Quarter. October, November and December of each year, resellers across the board see a

significant increase in sales. If you are only going to sell some of the time, THIS is the time to

do it.

Reselling won�t be for everyone however. Many of you will want to enjoy your prizes, whether

you keep them for your own use and enjoyment, or give them away.

That brings us to giving them away. Many sweepers center their efforts on prizes that make

particularly great gifts for their friends and loved ones. What a great way to have fun at your

hobby and take a bite out of that annual birthday and holiday gift budget!

As another way to give, extreme compers who have been at it for while often opt for giving

certain amounts of prizes (or prize money) away to charity. This gives you that good feeling,

helps others and will represent another tax write off when Uncle Sam comes a-calling.

So you�re sweeping and extreme comping and your prizes are starting to roll in. Let�s take a

moment to figure out how you will determine which prizes to keep and which to resource. Do

this by asking yourself a few simple questions:

1. Do you personally need this prize?

2. Do you personally love this prize?

The answer to these two questions will help you separate the keepers from the prizes you will

disburse. Try to be practical when asking yourself whether or not to keep a prize. In fact,

planning ahead is another helpful technique.

When you enter a contest, decide THEN whether you will keep the prize. Have an idea of

which option you will use to get rid of your prize. Will you make some money from it? Will

you give it to your favorite Uncle? Will you help a needy cause? Will you make a donation

and get the tax exemption? It�s all up to you.
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First of all, it�s important to note that prizes and money won in contests and sweepstakes are

treated as income. You may not have to pay taxes on it when under a certain amount ($600

in the U.S. at this time), but you will still need to claim it all to stay good with the IRS.

Larger prizes like cars will have major tax implications. You will need to pay income tax in

addition to annual excise tax (depending on your state�s laws), not to mention insurance and

maintenance. Unless you are in dire need of a vehicle and can afford all the taxes, entering

a contest for a car should be geared toward selling that car.

Even though you won�t get the new car price for it, you will get a lot of money - more than

enough to cover the tax costs plus a nice little next egg.

As a special tax tip, you don�t have to necessarily list the estimated value that the sponsor

listed in the rules and regulations. Often times the actual value will be lower. Find an estimate

by looking up your item�s value in several different places. Then use the lowest value you can

find that�s still reasonable and legit.
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Sweepstakes and contests have always been the target of dishonest people who try to

manipulate the system. In the Internet age, while sweeping has become quicker and easier to

enter. it�s also become quicker and easier for scammers or cheaters to take advantage.

The majority of the extreme compers will be like you; they enjoy the excitement of winning,

the added assets to their household in the form of prizes, and having a hobby they can

directly control and enjoy from home or anywhere else.

1. If anyone ever asks you to pay money to receive your prize, consider that a huge red

flag. At that point, contact information should be verified or the contact should be

completely ignored.

Now, asking for money may come in a variety of ways (remember scammers are

creative!). They might send you a prize money check, ask you to deposit it, then ask

that on the same day you wire them a portion back. Bingo, they now have all your

banking information and the check was a phony, so maybe the next day you owe your

bank a bounce fee. If you had money in your account to begin with (which most people

do), your wire will go through, even if the bank is holding the check for a day or two.

Tricky, huh?

You may also be asked to send in shipping money, taxes or processing fees in order

to have your prize sent. No, no and no. Taxes you pay to the government, not to a

sponsor, and companies are not allowed legally to charge anything for you to win a

prize.

NEVER pay ANYTHING to win a sweepstakes, unless you decide to upgrade to a paid

sweeps account, but even this is not necessary.

2. Do not agree to attend a meeting to receive your prizes. These are always high

pressure sales pitches using used car salesman tactics to manipulate you into paying
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for something that should be free. Total scam. Remember, if it says sweepstakes, to be

legal, it has to be free.

3. In skill contests, sometimes you may enter for free, but then when you get to the next

round, you are asked to pay. Paying to progress is what they call it and you don�t have

to.  This is a scam.

4. If you are ever asked for your bank account information or credit card number in a

sweepstakes, it�s a scam.

5. If you are in doubt about a particular company, you can Google their name +

�complaint� or �scam� and you may find some reports or complaints from forums. Many

scammers are quick on the move, meaning they scam and quickly move on to the next,

so there may not be a long tail history. Because of this, it�s not a fool proof method of

determining scam or no scam.

Let�s face it, entering sweepstakes (and especially winning sweepstakes!), is an exciting and

rewarding process. But it�s not all winning, it requires a lot of consistent work. When you enjoy

your work, you keep going at it. So it�s essential to make sure you are still keeping it fresh,

with variety and breaks when needed.

Don�t be that woman - if it starts to become something you dread, remember, you did this

because it�s something you love to do. Follow the tips below to bring you back from any

feelings of negativity and right back into that happy state of sweeping where it all began.

1. Change up your routine. Switch the time; yes, doing your sweeps work at a different

time of day may be just the thing you need to add variety and get a new perspective.

2. Change the focus of your sweeping hobby. If you�ve been spending all your time

focusing on Twitter and Facebook contests, well, we all know that after a certain

amount of time on social media, we start to get overwhelmed, or just plain sick of it.

Lessen your time in these types of contests, or even eliminate them for a while.

Increase your time spent in entering local contests or even try a new social media

platform, like Pinterest, to change things up.

3. Change the amount of time you spend. You may feel frustrated that you�re not seeing

the winnings you had hoped for. In this case, you may want to carve out more regular
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time, even an extra hour per week can make a huge difference in the number of

contests you are entering.

If you�re tired of entering so many sweepstakes and are getting bored, it may be time

to decrease the time spent or find new types of sweeps opportunities to spark your

interest.

First and foremost, create a free mail account (Yahoo.com, Gmail,

Hotmail, etc.) and keep it separate from your personal emails. It�s extremely difficult to

maintain anonymity when entering your personal information hundreds and maybe

thousands of times to enter contests in the long run. Follow these tips to help protect your

identity while sweeping:

▪ Check your credit report periodically for unusual activity.

▪ Never give out your social security number, ever.

▪ Never give credit card info when sweeping.

▪ If you�re doing a lot of mail sweeps, don�t let your box get filled, check it daily.

Mailboxes busting out with mail are prime targets.

▪ Don�t share personally identifying information on social media.

We talked about this early in the �What You�ll Need� chapter, but let�s mention it again:  make

sure you have antivirus, spyware and firewall protection on your computer and devices.

While spending time on devices has become commonplace for the majority of people

worldwide, increasing your daily hours at the screen for something like a sweepstakes hobby

or business can take its toll on your eyes and even your body. Practice the best tips below to

make the absolute most of the time you have to enter exciting contests and stay healthy.

1. If your eyes are tired, sore, red or watering a lot, you may indeed have eyestrain. To

reduce this symptom, look away from the keyboard, into natural light if possible, every

15-20 minutes.

It only takes a few seconds and is a great habit to get into because your eyes will feel

better and work better. Make sure you are giving your eyes a quick break by focusing

on something far away, preferably outside, at the very least every 20 minutes. Having

some natural light in your workspace is also beneficial.
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2. Position your screen so that your eyes are looking down just a bit. Screens that require

you to look up or too far down will not only cause eyestrain, but can also cause neck

and back pain. Use a few books to elevate your laptop so the top of the screen is just

below your eye level. It�s also beneficial for your eyes to have as much natural light in

your workspace as possible; try to position your device so that a window is in view

when you are working on your sweeps.

3. Block out 20-minute time periods for your sweeping work. Every 20 minutes, get up

and walk around, do a small chore, heck, do some jumping jacks.

Increased blood flow and a change of scenery, even for just 3-5 minutes, will not only

give your brain and body some needed energy, but it will also increase your

productivity when you get back at it. Setting a timer is a great way to do this.

Once you know you have a certain amount of time blocked out, you will find you get

more done as well. And remember, if 20 minutes is not the exact optimal time block

for you, do whatever works best. Some people like to move around every 15 minutes,

30 minutes or some even like hour blocks with a longer break. Find your sweep spot!

4. Get your ergonomics in order. To do this, check a few things at your work station. First

of all, your arms should be right at about a 90-degree angle when on the keyboard.

This is really important in reducing chronic wrist problems brought on by excessive

computer use. If you are using a laptop, you may want to hook up a keyboard in order

to stay ergonomically correct (otherwise, if the screen is high enough for your eyes to

be comfy, your hands may now have to reach up).

If you can do this one thing, then most everything else fall into place; to have a

90-degree angle, this will require your shoulders to be relaxed and angled back while

your arms are allowing the wrists to be relaxed and not held down or reaching up, all

good.

5. Set up your seat for utmost comfort. And by this I do not mean a cushy lazy boy chair,

though this may be nice once in a while, long term it�s not good for your back! What

I mean is either a firm straight chair with some cushion to it, or better yet a yoga ball.

If you�re using a standard chair, have a footstool ready so you can easily change the

position of your legs. Multiple positions will make it more comfortable to sit for longer

periods of time. A yoga ball lets you move around a bit while working and your

abdominal muscles are actually being used to keep balanced.
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I�ve set aside a chapter for those that are new to sweeping. You may have a lot of excitement

about getting started and feel a bit overwhelmed with information overload. For you, these

best tips have been created.

. Every sweeper started at ground level. All you need is the desire to increase your

odds of winning and a commitment to spend a little time each day or week crafting your new

hobby.

. When starting out, it�s essential to become aware of the endless

opportunities to win.

Most people, probably just like you and me, before they started sweeping, largely ignored

most if not all sweepstakes and contests throughout their life. These competitions were for all

intents and purposes out of their range of thought and attention.

Focus on gradually raising your awareness of contests and sweepstakes that show themselves

to you during the day. You will likely not just be tweeting entries � once you start sweeping,

you will see this stuff everywhere. Think about this:

Treat the first six months of your hobby as a time to build your foundation. This is your time

to set yourself up for success while you learn all the ins and outs of extreme comping.

Do not get discouraged when you don�t win prizes immediately, it takes time. Plan for using

the first months to get organized and familiar with all that you need to do. If you do happen

to win a prize during that beginning period, it will be all the more sweeter.

For when that first prize announcement comes in, have a board or poster

in a highly visible (to you!) place where you can print announcements and even images of
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the prize itself. You could even make a scrapbook. Something that you can look at freely and

easily to inspire you.

Winning prizes in sweepstakes and contests does not happen on any particular time of the

day, week or month. You never know when exactly you will be notified of a win.

So there may be some dry stretches where you are working hard but no prizes have been

won. To keep you going, refer to your glory wall. It will help keep you motivated.

In the beginning, post your goals on your Glory Wall. Then when the winnings start to come

in, pin up pictures of your prizes. Consider it a place to store all your future successes and

know that in the first six months or so, you are building the foundation.

 Having a schedule helps you stay on target with your goals. It can

also give you something to look forward to. Some sweepers who are parents can look forward

to some alone time, maybe listen to some music and have their attention focused solely on

their enjoyable hobby.

Even if it�s for only thirty minutes a day, having a regular time will benefit the sweeper by

enforcing their commitment to winning and by having a plan ahead of what�s to come.

When you know that 10am is your time to sweep every day, your brain will begin to work out

what it is that needs to be done during that time. You�ll be more prepared than if you just

plop down when you get a free moment.

 � Are you finding yourself avoiding sweepstakes that have

long arduous registration pages and time consuming surveys?

Are you skipping the contests that require that you write a poem?! What if you have to make

a video? A professional sweeper like you will soon come to realize that the general population

of sweepers will pass on those sweepstakes like a hot potato.

Many times they are so overly concerned with entering as many contests as possible in the

time they have, they neglect this important tip.

(Shakespeare)
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Make it rhyme, center it around your sponsor�s mission statement, and have an idea about

what product they are marketing. Then you have a much higher chance of winning.

So, don�t gloss over the contests that require effort and remember that the run of the mill

sweeper is doing exactly that! You, on the other hand as an extreme comper will take that

extra moment and make your entry stand out and enjoy the higher odds of winning.

 � Take a quick gander at the list below to ready

yourself for entering contests and sweepstakes. Arm yourself with knowledge to make your

�entry� into extreme comping a successful enterprise.

FB = Facebook Sweepstakes

1PP = One Per Person

1PPD = One Per Person Per Day

1PH = One Per Person Per Household

1PHD = One Per Person Per Household Per Day

1PPW = One Per Person Per Week

1PPM = One Per Person Per Person Per Month

1PHM = One Per Person Per Household Per Month

Unlimited = Unlimited entries per person

Other = Special limits given (examples might include �100 entries per

person� or �1 entry per day for 20 days�)

 � What exactly are the right prizes? We talked about this a bit in

earlier chapters, but it�s a good time right now to review:

Again, your strategy in choices of prizes should involve winning items that are part of your

success plan. Here�s the quick list:

● They are the items you actually want and/or need; either for yourself or for someone

else in your life.

● The right prizes are also those that have a high reselling value, if you will be listing

some (or all) or your prizes.

● The right prizes in your case may be those with less �strings� attached. By this I mean

cash prizes. A trip may be a great prize, and some people may really want this and go
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for it! But for many others it is unrealistic; they may not be able to get off the time from

work or family, AND it may be a tricky item to resell.

● The right prize can also be the perfect item for your favorite charity auction.

Maybe it seems weird to you to be talking about �choosing� all your prizes. I mean, maybe

you haven�t won anything yet and here we are deciding what to do with all the booty.

The fact of the matter is, you are different. You are an extreme comper, a professional

sweeper, whatever you want to call it. You are knowledgeable and savvy and you know that

putting in time and effort towards something you enjoy will reap you benefits in the long run.

All of these �intentional strategies� will help you to hone in your focus on what exactly it is

that will help you achieve your goals.
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This chapter is for those of you who�ve already been sweeping successfully. Probably a lot of

the information in this book you already had an inkling about, so this part is especially for

you.

I�m hoping that these extreme comping strategies are not only new to you, but that they help

you bring your extreme comping to the next level.

 � I bet a lot of you folks have kids in your family, and chances are you

spend a good deal of time at kids� plays and sporting events. Try turning your ear to the

50/50 raffles, silent auctions, and other contests that are prevalent at all these games and

events.

Don�t be that person who goes and tries to win every one, but to do this occasionally is fun

and it always helps a good cause. The money you spend goes to a charitable donation that is

related to your family and friends, and is also tax deductible.

You can keep the prize, give it away, or resell it - that�s totally up to you.

The odds are directly related to how many tickets you buy and only a few people are going

to buy a large quantity of tickets. So entering these types of contests presents the feel good

option for the pro sweeper. The odds are just too good to pass up and the good feeling you

get from supporting a local cause is just icing on the cake.

 � While some sweepstakes offer one large (or even

smallish) prize, many of the larger sponsors offer dozens, sometimes hundreds of prizes.

Check out this list of sweepstakes and contests with multiple prizes to increase your chances

of winning.

 � By now you are already in the habit of

reading rules and regulations for contests. But if you look a little deeper, and start paying

attention to the restrictions for each contest, you can gain an edge and increase your odds.

For example, some contests are void in certain states � and the more the better! This reduces

the number of possible entrants. Other restrictions, such as age (like in a kid�s contest or one

for senior citizens), and gender (some are for men only, etc.) can up your chances, if you meet

the requirements.

http://contests.about.com/od/currentcontestssweeps/fl/sweepstakes-with-lots-of-prizes.htm how to find sweepstakes with multiple prizes
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Another huge opportunity to increase your chances lies in entering local contests where the

numbers of entrants is significantly reduced � meaning your odds are significantly increased!

Take what you know about winning online national sweeps and focus some of that know-how

locally for better chances.

 � For extreme compers that are concentrating a certain amount

of time per week to Blog giveaways, Giveaway Junkie is exclusively hosted for blog contests

and gears its contests toward those with the lowest amount of entries.  You are even able to

search for lowest entry contests by expiration date or type of blog. If you don�t like using sites

that require Rafflecopter, then you can even filter for this! Giveaway Junkie will often feature

upwards of 500 blog contests at one time, so this is the place for the professional blog sweeper

to be!

 � Is it the holidays, summer vacation or even a big election year? People,

including sweepers like you, get busier during certain times of the year. These are the times

to be honing in on seasonal sweepstakes and contests. The odds will be better because many

people are just too busy to fit in their favorite hobby.

The key is to make time. Schedule it into your holiday � get that hour in. Entrepreneurial

types and multitaskers know how to squeeze in that work time. Use this skill to set yourself up

for working the usual amount of time before the holiday festivities or family barbecue starts;

the best time is early in the morning. Remember, if it�s vacation time, you can always nap

later!

 � You know, many sweepers now have fully embraced social media and online

sweeping. This may leave gaps in the number of sweepers doing other types of contests

through magazines, newspapers and grocery stores.

Some sweepers have found success by focusing on 2 or 3 non-traditional (which now means

non-Internet!) types of contests. Work in your niche regularly and enjoy what many consider

better odds.

http://giveawayjunkie.com/
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It�s All You Now

The age of the Internet has brought sweepers many new opportunities to enter more and

more contests. Add this to the fact that contests alone are a draw and companies big and

small will continue to use them for promotional purposes, and what is created is the perfect

environment for sweepers. Extreme compers now enjoy:

● Variety in the types of sweeps and contests available

● Ease and speed of entering online contests

● Social media forums to network with like-minded sweepers

● Resources like this book to help you on your way to winning prizes!

I would hazard a guess that you are already spending a good amount of time on social media.

Some people are already worried that they are wasting too much of their precious time

scrolling through their Facebook feed. Why not switch this around and use your social media

time for something that is more fun, and offers more rewards?

Sweepstakes and contests are now mainstream in the advertising budgets of businesses large

and small. They are practically begging for your attention and will reward you for it

handsomely. Now it�s time to take your extreme comping to the next level with all the tips and

strategies that you�ve learned. Happy sweeping!

------------------------------------------------------------

i. http://www.forbes.com/sites/brucekasanoff/2015/04/07/three-essential-elements-of-

a-winning-mindset/#305acde6659e

ii. http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2015/11/05/scan.nsv136.abstract
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